CASING DETAIL

NOTE: CASING SPACERS
4-RUNNER MIN. (THRU 24" DIA
CASING) OR 5-RUNNER MIN.
(24"-42" DIA. CASING) STAINLESS
STL. TYPE 304; 8" WIDE BAND
W/ POLYMER RUNNERS; CENTERED
OR NON-CENTERED; CLEAR BELL,
RESTRAINED FROM FLOTATION;
INSULATED; "APS, INC., MOD SS 18"
OR "CASCADE"

NEAREST BELLJOINT
(TYP. EA. END)

CARRIER
PIPE

1-PC. PULL-ON WATER
TIGHT NEOPRENE END
SEAL W/ STN. STL.
CLAMPS "APS" OR
"PSI"

1" MAX
CLR.

8" TYP

1" MIN. CLR.

CASING SPACER

STEEL CASING

ADJUSTABLE TOP RUNNERS
TO MAINTAIN 1" MAX CLR.

BAND Clamp
AT SPRINGLINE

30° MAX

STEEL CASING

8" WIDE BAND STAINLESS
STEEL (TYPE 304)

NEOPRENE INSULATION SLEEVE
BETWEEN PIPE AND BAND

POLYMER RUNNER (TYP)

45° MIN

PROVIDE 4
RUNNERS AT
BOTTOM

DATE
AUG. 2012

B/CS UNIFIED
STANDARD DETAIL

DETAIL NO.
W2-03